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Shipping container homes have become extremely popular, probably due to the fact that housing

prices are ridiculously high, not to mention the prices on everything are climbing through the roof.

Shipping containers are widely available and are becoming rather inexpensive. Maybe you have

done a Google search or seen some cool pictures on Facebook and thought it might be a cool Idea

to dig a little deeper and see if the idea of a shipping container home could become a reality. Well,

let me tell you, there are thousands of people every day turning old shipping containers into the tiny

houses of their dreams. In this book you will learn all the basic information you need to know to get

started.
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This book explains what shipping container homes are, the benefits, and most importantly how to

build your very own. After reading this book, you will have a great understanding into Shipping

Container Living and be able to implement the information into your plans and concepts. The author

walks you through every step of the process plus the pro's and con's to buying your eco-friendly

home along with some added decorating tips. Inside also provides inspiration and ideas for tiny

houses and provides an elaborate background of deeper reasons as to why 'ordinary' people would

want to live in a tiny house. Definitely handy as it is.

Being a recent grad from college, this book perfectly sums up what would have been the perfect



living space! From the rooftop gardens to the multi purpose furniture this book does a great job of

explaining how to make a shipping container lifestyle more functional and fun!

These homes are absolutely amazing. I knew the first time I saw one that they would be perfect for

me. The whole idea is so wonderful since you use less money on the place where you so sleep

which allows you to spend this money on things and experiences that are much more meaningful.

This book goes right through everything you will need to know when getting started. I felt

overwhelmed myself when getting started, but this book just takes your hand and makes all of the

hard decisions simple and easy to take one by one.

I really wanted to buy a shipping container home. But, I am very much concerned about space. By

reading this book, now I understand that there are many ways to cleverly use your space so not

only is there more room but you will also feel less constrained by a lack of space or a lack of

privacy.51 tips for decorating shipping container is very new to me. If you are planning to decorate

your small home or shipping container home, you should read this book.

Building a house from shipping containers does not make it less of a structure and this is why

permits and licenses are still necessary. You might encounter contractors or building agents that will

suggest forgoing permits to cut costs. Although offers like this are somewhat attractive, it is a trap

that you should not fall for. If you do, you will be in violation of local ordinances. Not only can you be

fined for it but you will miss out on vital inspections that will ensure that your structure is up to code;

meaning that it is safe to live in.

This is not the first shipping container home Iâ€™ve read as I am fascinated by tiny homes, maybe

because it reminds me of doll houses. Iâ€™m also intrigued on the extent on how these people can

be so creative in making everything fit into tiny enclosed spaces. The tips and tricks here are just so

amazing, theyâ€™re applicable not only to shipping container homes but also to small studio type

abodes. I like multipurpose furnitures and how it can save space. Also, the tip to have less clutter

and clean up will encourage us to really think about more on our purchases. I really liked the tiny

house bonus book and loved the sample tiny house plans!

We were quite skeptical about the concept of tiny house/shipping container home but reading the

hacks and tricks to maximizing the space of a tiny house introduced in this book, we're somehow



convinced to its practicality. The bonus book was also a must-read. All house plans introduced

looked really good but the Zig Zag plan was my favorite among the ones presented. Golf Club

house plan was also good. All in all, this was an awesome grab.

Never would I have imagined you could do. These eco-friendly houses are a thing .... amazing and

this guide on how to furnish them even more .. each space to be fully exploited in 51 steps.As I read

I could not believe my eyes.Definitely an interesting read that opened my eyes to a world unknown
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